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2015/16, my first year as Chairman, has seen the usual wide variety of challenges and 

problems, with many successes, a few disappointments and a quantity of unfinished business, 

including three Major Projects, to carry forward into the new year ahead. 

We started the year with only 7 Cllrs and were sad to lose two more along the way (Judith 

Oppenheimer and David Alcock)!but have been joined by three new Cllrs (Roy Peddie, Josie 

Parker and Colin Perry) and so face the new year with a full complement to tackle the tasks 

and challenges ahead. 

 

1) SUCCESSES 

a) The Parish Appearance Group has continued its committed activity resulting in further 

improvements to the general appearance of our villages, attracting numerous compliments 

from our parishioners. 

b) The layout of our Newsletter has been completely revised, offering a more attractive read 

for our parishioners. 

c) The layout of our website has been revised and is now being much more actively used than 

in the past, in order to provide up to date progress information on "Community Interest 

Matters" 

d) The CCTV system protecting the Village Hall has now been revised in order to offer a 

more effective coverage. 

e) We were able to arrange for children from our village school to come with their teachers to 

plant some 600 bulbs in Jubilee Gardens in November 

f) Another successful Information Day was well attended in March 

g) another enjoyable Christmas event was staged at the Sheet Anchor with lights and carols 

although disappointingly without a children's choir this year due to safety concerns. 

 

2) DISAPPOINTMENTS 

a) The Colourville Festival that was proposed to be held on the Mainwaring Estate. 

Some heavy criticism was raised that WPC had not done nearly enough to inform our 

parishioners and surrounding parishes of the details of this, in particular failing to hold a 

Public Meeting about it. This was our first encounter with an application to hold a major 

public event and we failed to get a clear understanding of the process involved which is 

totally different to that which we are used to dealing with in the case of Planning 

Applications. We learn the appropriate lessons for the future, However, it was particularly 

disappointing to realise how ineffective our Noticeboards and our Newsletters are in 

informing our parishioners of such important situations - hence the heightened activity on our 

website in an attempt to improve the situation. 

b) Problems of car parking overspill due to the success of the Sheet Anchor, and parking 

issues in the lay-by opposite the Sheet Anchor, and safety concerns affecting Manor Road 

have not yet been resolved. 

 

3) MAJOR PROJECTS 

a) Development of 113 homes by Kier at end of Gateway. With outline PP already granted 

work continued to support BGAG in pressing their concerns over the Reserved Matters 

PA  dealing with site details, resulting in the deferral and then the refusal of the application. 

Our sincere thanks are due to Cllrs Loades and Northcott for their robust support. 

Waiting....... 



b) Possible development of 99 homes by Bellway at the end of Meadow Way. WPC has 

registered its initial reactions at consultation level. If a PA is raised it will be very much a 

repeat of the challenges raised by the Gateway development. Waiting...... 

c) Neighbourhood Development Plan: a major project tasked with developing a formal 

definition of the needs and potentials of the three Parishes, Chorlton, Maer &Aston and 

Whitmore concerning all aspects of future development. A separate Steering Group, set up 

and supported by the three Parishes is working hard on this and has already made serious 

progress. On going...... 

d) HS2: in its early stages this project was dealt with by the HS2 Action Group from the 

Heath with support from the Parish Council as and when needed. WPC has recently become 

more actively involved as the time for actual construction  draws nearer (2020/21-2024/5) 

and will no doubt become much more so as time moves on and construction begins. On 

going...... 

 

4) FINANCES 

Expenditure during this financial year has been kept within budget and we end 2015/16 in 

healthy position to start 2016/17. 

 

5) THANKS 

Finally, I would like to thank our County and Borough Councillors for their invaluable help 

and advice, our Vice-Chairman Carl Evans along with our other Parish Councillors, and of 

course our clerk Wendy Kinson who is at the heart of our operation, for all their work and for 

the help and support that they have given me during the past year. 

I would also like to register the Council's thanks to:- 

-the members of the NDP Steering Group for their work and commitment to the enormous 

challenge that they have undertaken on behalf of the three Parishes. 

- ex Village Agent, Debbie Burns, for her help in organising the Information Day. 

- ex Councillor, Bill Murray, for his invaluable help with HS2 issues. 

-  ex Councillor Peter Ford for continuing as Trustee for the Village Playing Field. 

- all the parishioners who have helped us in various ways during the year (delivering 

Newsletters, litter picking, cutting grass, etc). 

 

6) CONCLUSION. 

2015/16 has been a year of progress and improvement and we can look forward to tackling 

the tasks and challenges in 2016/17 with confidence. 

 

 

Ian Webb - Chairman WPC 

 


